New Classically Modern Website Ready and Raring to Go for 2013
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Classically Modern (http://classicallymodern.co.uk/), formerly known as Stocked Up, is delighted announce
that the new website is online and looking superb. Specialising in high quality furniture for the home,
the site still provides the same fantastic customer service and now boasts and even more diverse range of
products. Stocking everything from painted pine to classic oak furniture, the site could well be ideal
for anyone wanting to invest is some amazing home décor in the New Year.
The new brand says it all about this retailer, all of their products truly are classically modern and
there are items for any living space. Whether customers are going for shabby chic, modern or perhaps and
elegant Victorian feel – there will be the perfect product on the site.
Classically Modern also run regular special offers. For example, at the moment customers can take
advantage of the following when ordering from the site:
Malvern Solid Oak 3 Drawer Console Table for £279
Cartmel Solid Oak 3 Door Sideboard for £379
Mobel Oak Four Drawer Coffee Table £295
The two man free delivery service also means that getting top quality classically modern furniture to the
home really couldn’t be easier. What’s more, delivery is free of charge and can even be with the
customer within 14 working days – which given the premium nature of the products is impressive to say
the least.
Not only are there all sorts of furniture items for the home available, but there is also a large range
of garden furniture to choose from as well.
To see the fantastic 2013 solid oak range (http://classicallymodern.co.uk/category/Oak) for yourself.
Alternatively, customers can call the Classically Modern team on 0330 999 0485.
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